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Greetings!

On behalf of the Navigator Team, welcome to Navigator News. This communication will
share key updates from our monthly release, offer a sneak peek at upcoming
improvements and provide user tips for the Navigator platform. We look forward to
connecting with you each month! 

 

 
 

 

  

 Highlights - Release Notes
 

 

 

 

Ducted Systems User Updates
 

Selection Navigator

When selecting a Premier RTU, users are now able to attach field-provided curb
drawings. Use Cases: 

Purchasing a specialty curb with specifications around spring isolation.
Purchasing a curb adaptor for an RTU replacement project.

 
 

 

 

 

Controls User Updates
 

Selection Navigator 

Users can now generate Wiring Details, CAF files and Point Schedules for the new
Facility Explorer and Metasys Gen 4 controllers. This will save time during quoting
activities and generate more usage of the new Gen 4 controllers.

 
 

 

  

BSNA User Updates
 

Selection Navigator
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Users may now create equipment-only Quick Quotes to easily get pricing,
submittals and other documents required for project turnaround. Use Cases:

A customer calls looking for submittals and pricing within a few minutes.
An engineer wants dimensions for a certain piece of equipment.
A contractor needs a budget price for a 15-ton RTU.

When in the Product Grid, Users are now able to use the tab and arrow keys to
quickly navigate between editable fields. This eliminates bothersome mouse clicks,
allowing Users to be more efficient.
Users are now able to filter for Buy American products

 
 

 

 

Fire Detection User Updates
 

Selection Navigator 

Users are now able to generate a Consolidated BOM in Excel and a Consolidated
Order PDF including a Blacklist of parts. This will improve efficiency for our
customer services team and the pick-pack process in our distribution centers.

 
 

 

 

 
What's Coming
 

Coming in June!

Autocall channel partners now have access to Emergency Communication Systems
and Mass Notifications Systems, which will allow you to connect to third-party fire
detection panels and compete in the small-voice alarm and emergency-
communications market! 

New Autocall 4003EC Voice Alarm Control Panel system configurator.
New Autocall system configurators for 4003EC Remote Booster Amplifiers
which are used to expand coverage area or extend to multiple notification
areas.
New System Documents for 4003EC Voice Alarm Control Panel and Remote
Booster Amplifiers.
New System Reports (Battery Calculation Reports) for 4003EC Voice Alarm
Control Panel and Remote Booster Amplifiers

 
Coming in July!

Controls ABCS Users – Selection Navigator will have Labor Estimating and Project
Summary View available. 
BSNA Users - Ordering Enhancements for Series 100 and L Series.

 

 

 
 

 

  
 A User Tip for You
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Tip #1 Search Navigator– Looking for an application and not sure what the application
name is or where to find it? Try entering the “function” of the application in the search bar.
 
For example – if you are looking for an “order” related application – simply type “order” in
the search box and press enter to start your search.

You’ll be given a link to the applications that pertain to that function (if you have access). 
The search will also display a brief description of its purpose and use. Additionally, any
documents or training videos directly related to that application will also display through
the application name search.
 

 

 

 

 

 

In the example above, our search for “order” returned 26 results. The search results
returned one (1) project with the name “order” as part of it and 25 other matches. 
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For additional information on Search Navigator, please use the links below:

Search Navigator - Training Video
Search Navigator - Training Document
 

Tip #2 Selection Navigator Users - Do you have an Estimate or a set of Project Contacts
you use frequently? Copy Project in Selection Navigator.
 

 

  

https://connect.johnsoncontrols.com/e/54162/earch20navigator20training-mp4/jvssp6/705040821?h=7-SAlovX1A7MPLGCzatC2Gxpx5HjPKpCXJMpq1NECjo
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Training Updates
 

Training materials for My Order Tracker are now available under the Portal and Offerings
training section.
 

 

 
 

 

  
 Spotlight

 

Driving Navigator Strategy
 

 
The Navigator team’s commitment to providing growth benefits to partners has led to the
discovery of new and exciting opportunities for further improvements. In order to bring the
highest value to our customers and drive their success, the team continues to refine its
strategic plan. Ravi Shankar, executive director, Global Customer Program Strategy, is
leading the strategic plan effort and shares his thoughts on the creation of a robust
Navigator strategy that will power our customers’ missions.
 
What is the overarching Navigator strategy statement?
To collaborate with JCI global and regional leadership teams across Building Technologies
& Solutions and Product Business Units on critical Voice of Channel Partner (VOCP)
insights toward the development of validated business cases with approved funding.
These business cases will result in deploying fully aligned, robust and dynamic customer
enablement capabilities which will leverage the “Navigator Platform” to enable their
individual growth strategies while making it easier for our customers to do business with
us.  
 
How do you envision Navigator providing a competitive advantage to our partners?
The competitive advantage rests on the platform’s ability to enable all partners to be
effective, efficient and productive while conducting business across the entire product
lifecycle for their authorized products/brands. One of the best parts of this competitive
advantage is that partners can accomplish all of this in one space and with Single Sign-
On.

How is the team focused on the future?
The Navigator team is always looking ahead and dynamically enhancing the Navigator
Platform to ensure that we stay true to our mission “to make it easy for our customers to
do business with us”. We do this by constantly evaluating emerging technologies,
collaborating with our leaders around their product and Go-To-Market strategies, aligning
with our customers on their expectations, partnering with our UX team on optimizing our
customers' user experiences, etc., to ensure that we optimize the platform to continuously
deliver the very best experience to our customers. 
 
Can you share how the strategy includes customer focus? 
VOCP is the epicenter of our customer focus strategy. Right from the get-go, we have
collaborated with our key channel partners and they have truly guided us in the design
and deployment of a Navigator platform that is fully aligned to their expectations around
“ease of doing business.” By means of ongoing VOCP sessions on topics across the
platform, we collaborate very closely with the council members, our key channel partner
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representatives, on enabling value-added enhancements as well as with the design and
development of new features & capabilities across Navigator
 
What innovative improvements are you looking forward to seeing made in the year
ahead?
Through close collaboration with the VOCP, we have started to plan several innovative
improvement opportunities. A few of these include:

Aligning to our customers’ mobility needs with a full platform migration from
Salesforce Classic to Salesforce Lightening
Enhancing and optimizing the User Experience and User Interface (UX/UI) through
our Navigator 3.0 Initiative which is focused on making the platform highly intuitive
and easily adaptable.
Improving search optimization, end-to-end order management and integrations to
our ERP systems, leveraging the latest technologies.  
Accelerating the growth of our channel partners beyond NA by leveraging
internationalization efforts and scaling the program globally.

 
 

 
Feedback regarding the Navigator platform, including technical issues, should be

sent to the Navigator Support Team.

For more information, visit www.hvacnavigator.com
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